We study the evolution of the curvature perturbation on the super-horizon scales starting from the inflationary epoch until there remains only a single dynamical degree of freedom, presureless matter, in the universe. We consider the cosmic inflation driven by a multiple number of the inflaton fields, which decay into both radiation and pressureless matter components. We present a complete set of the exact background and perturbation equations which describe the evolution of the universe throughout its history. By applying these equations to the simple but reasonable model of multi-field chaotic inflation, we explicitly show that the total curvature perturbation is continuously varying because of the non-adiabatic components of the curvature perturbation generated by the multiple 1 kiyoung.choi@uam.es 2 jgong@lorentz.leidenuniv.nl 3 djeong@astro.as.utexas.edu 4 Present address inflaton fields throughout the whole evolution of the universe. We also provide an useful analytic estimation of the total as well as matter and radiation curvature perturbations, assuming that matter is completely decoupled from radiation from the beginning. The resulting isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation is at most sub-percent level when the masses of the inflaton fields are distributed between 10 −8 m Pl and 10 −7 m Pl . We find that this result is robust unless we use non-trivial decay rates, and that thus, in general, it is hard to obtain large matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation. Also, by using the δN formalism, we point out that the inflationary calculation, especially when involving multiple inflaton fields, is likely to lose the potentially important postinflationary evolution which can modify the resulting curvature perturbation.
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Introduction
Currently, inflation [1] is the leading candidate of resolving many cosmological problems such as the horizon, flatness and monopole problems, and of explaining the initial conditions of the successful hot big bang universe. A certain amount of quasi-exponential expansion of the universe during inflation out of small enough region for maintaining causal communication makes the whole observable patch of the universe homogeneous and isotropic as well as spatially flat. At the same time, the quantum fluctuations of one or more scalar fields, the inflaton fields, which dominate the energy density of the universe during inflation are stretched and become large scale perturbations of spatial curvature. These curvature perturbations are the seed of the large scale structure and the temperature anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) observed today [2] . Recent precise cosmological observations are all consistent with this picture and thus indeed strongly support the inflation paradigm [3, 4] .
In spite of the extreme success of the inflation paradigm, the very inflation relevant for our own universe is still veiled in mystery. It is because of the lacking of knowledge on particle physics: the standard model of particle physics (SM) is one of the most precise theory of physics [5] , but also is a limited effective theory of what describes all the interactions in nature at the very high energy scales relevant for the early universe. For example, the SM does not explain the neutrino mass [6] , the baryon asymmetry [7] , dark matter [8] , as well as the inflaton fields. Fortunately, we have several reasonable and attractive extensions of the SM such as supersymmetry [9] and extra dimensional theories [10] , which presumably will be tested at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [11] in the next couple of years. The extended theories of the SM commonly postulate the existence of a large number of scalar fields other than the Higgs field which is the sole but yet undiscovered scalar field of the SM. Therefore, it is very natural to consider inflation models driven by these multiple number of scalar fields as a plausible realization of inflation in this context [12] .
The only way to investigate and falsify inflation models is, at best of our current knowledge, to study the primordial curvature perturbation. It is observed to be nearly adiabatic and Gaussian, with an almost scale invariant spectrum [3, 4] . We naturally expect all of these properties for single field inflation models. It can be intuitively understood as follows: as the only degree of freedom during inflation is the single inflaton field, basically the fluctuations of the inflaton translate into time difference. This gives rise to perfectly adiabatic perturbations. Also, suppressed self interaction of the inflaton field required by the observed small deviation from the scale invariance ensures different Fourier modes of the field fluctuations almost perfectly independent from each other. This leads to nearly perfect Gaussianity. Thus, any deviation from perfect adiabaticity or Gaussianity can be a strong indicator of the existence of more than a single inflaton field. According to the most recent Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) 5-year data [4] , the observational constraints are such that the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation contributes to the total density perturbation on the CMB scales at most about 10%, and the non-linear parameter −9 < f local NL < 111 at 95% confidence level, which confirms Gaussianity of the primordial perturbation at 0.1% accuracy.
For inflation models driven by a multiple number of fields, in contrast, there is no such unique predictions. Given a field trajectory, there are more than one orthogonal directions into which the field can be 'kicked', then the trajectory can be changed from one to another, i.e. the history of the universe can be entirely changed. Thus we need to keep tracking the history until different trajectories coalesce and there remains effectively only one degree of freedom: matter domination [13] . Therefore in principle it is never sufficient to consider only the inflationary phase to make any cosmological predictions, as still a large number of the inflaton fields survive after inflation and they can subsequently change the history of the universe after the end of the inflation. For example, let us consider the curvaton scenario [14] : in that scenario, one or more oscillating light scalar fields become dominant component of the energy density of the universe in the homogeneous radiation background. The observable quantities such as the power spectrum and its spectral index can be completely different from naive inflationary predictions, depending on the energy fraction of the curvaton fields at the moment of their decay. These curvaton fields themselves can be interpreted as the inflaton fields which have not yet decayed until the radiation dominated era, as the individual inflaton field can easily satisfy the requirements any curvaton candidate should do [15] .
Therefore, on completely general ground, we should consider the entire evolution of the universe until matter domination beyond the inflationary epoch when we consider multi-field inflation models. The purpose of this paper is to provide a complete set of background and perturbed equations which describe the universe starting from multi-field inflation, and to study the evolution of the curvature perturbation. Especially, we are interested in the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation which can be observationally detected in near future and thus may be a powerful probe of the early universe. We also discuss the possibility of large isocurvature perturbation.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the background and perturbed equations of the components which constitute the universe. They are the inflaton fields, and the decay products of the inflaton fields: radiation and matter. We write the equations in the spatially flat gauge which is particularly useful for our purpose. We then give the equations of the curvature perturbation associated with individual component as well as that of the total curvature perturbation. In Section 3, we present the numerical results based on the simple chaotic inflation model. We also supply analytic arguments which helps understand the results. In Section 4 we discuss the importance of the post-inflationary evolution and the possibility of generating large isocurvature perturbation. We present our conclusion in Section 5.
Evolution equations
In this section we present the evolution equations of both background and perturbed quantities which constitute the universe. We assume that the universe initially is dominated by a multiple number of massive scalar fields, φ i , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · N fields , which play the role of the inflaton fields. The effective potential is taken to be
Especially, we are interested in the separable potential
but nevertheless most of the contents we present in this section should be applicable to more general classes of potential. Here φ i decays into radiation and matter with the decay rates Γ
m respectively, which are fixed by underlying physics, e.g. a specific string compactification. We assume for simplicity that the matter product hardly interacts with radiation even right after their production. We consider a spatially flat universe, with the metric including the linear scalar perturbations given by [16] 
Note that two of the four scalar perturbations A, B, ψ and E can be eliminated by specific gauge choice. In this paper, we pick the spatially flat gauge where the spatial metric is set to be unperturbed, because the perturbation equations take particularly simple forms in this gauge as we will see soon.
Background equations
First we present the background equations of motion of the inflaton fields φ i , including the decay into radiation and matter, as well as those of the radiation and matter components generated by the decay of the inflaton fields. For phenomenological description of the decay, we add an additional friction term Γ
where V ,i ≡ dV /dφ i . It is more convenient to write the equations in terms of the number of e-folds using dN = Hdt ,
from which we find
Finally, the Hubble parameter H is determined by the Friedmann equation
with ρ being given by Eq. (12) . By taking a derivative with respect to N and using the continuity equation
we can write the evolution equation of H as
Eqs. (15), (21), (22) and (25), supplemented by Eqs. (12), (13) and (14), are the equations we have to solve to find the evolution of the background quantities φ i , ρ γ , ρ m and H. Note that the total background energy density ρ evolves according to Eq. (24).
Perturbation equations
In this section, we present the perturbation equations to study the evolution of the curvature perturbations. As mentioned before we will work in the spatially flat gauge where the spatial components of the metric perturbation are set to be zero. The reason why we use the spatially flat gauge is as follows: from the gauge-ready form of the 00 component of the perturbed Einstein equation in a flat universe,
we find that the off-diagonal components of the metric perturbation B and E disappear on the super-horizon scales since they appear only in the spatial gradient term. Thus, in the spatially flat gauge and on the super-horizon scales, the only remaining metric perturbation A is directly related to the total density perturbation
by eliminating the spatial gradient term and ψ from Eq. (26),
which makes us free from solving the equation of motion of A: we can determine A once we find the total background energy density ρ and its perturbation δρ. We derive the perturbed equation of motion of the energy density ρ α by linearly perturbing the continuity equation, Eq. (16), we can finḋ
where we take the limit of our interest, i.e. in the flat gauge and on the super-horizon scales. Now we can use this equation to derive the equation of δφ i as well as δρ γ and δρ m . Here one important point to write the perturbation equations is that, perturbingφ
where we have used Eq. (28) . We can find the perturbed energy density and pressure of φ i by substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (29) and using Eq. (30),
respectively. Thus, using these equations and Eq. (4), the background equation of φ i with additional assumption that Γ (i) is a constant the equation of motion of δφ i on the super-horizon scales isδ
or in terms of the number of e-folds N,
which gives the evolution of δφ i coupled to the metric fluctuation. Note that with the potential given by Eq. (2), we have
Also we have to solve the perturbation equations of the radiation and matter energy densities, δρ γ and δρ m . We can find the equations by using Eqs. (29) and (30) as
for δρ γ and δρ m , respectively. Finally, we need to supply δρ and δp which enter Eqs. (34), (36) and (37). These are completely determined by solving these equations. δρ and δp are given by
δp
respectively, so that
Thus, in the spatially flat gauge on the super-horizon scales 5 , the evolution equation of the total energy density perturbation δρ follows by perturbing the background continuity equation, Eq. (24), as
with δρ+δp given by Eq. (40). Therefore, the perturbation equations to be solved are Eqs. (34), (36) and (37). Combined with Eq. (41) and the background equations, we can completely determine the perturbed quantities δφ i , δρ γ and δρ m as well as δρ.
Curvature perturbations
With the calculated background and perturbed quantities, we can write the curvature perturbations associated with the total energy density and a specific component α, which we denote by ζ and ζ α , respectively. The gauge invariant curvature perturbation ζ on the uniform density hypersurface is defined by [17] 
thus in the flat gauge, ζ and ζ α which is determined by δρ α in the same as ζ are written as
From Eqs. (43) and (44), it is straightforward that the total curvature perturbation ζ is a weighted sum of all the individual curvature perturbations ζ α 's, i.e.
Now, writing ζ α 's explicitly, we have
5 Keeping spatial gradient terms, the equation is written as, in the gauge-ready form,
where ∇v is the perturbed 3-velocity of the fluid.
where we have used
Thus, Eqs. (46), (47), (48), and the total curvature perturbation
as well as the isocurvature perturbation between any two components [18] 
are completely determined by solving the background equations, Eqs. (15), (21), (22) and (25), and the perturbation equations, Eqs. (34), (36) and (37). These solutions describe the evolution of the curvature perturbations given by Eqs. (46), (47), (48) and (51) in the universe composed of the inflaton fields φ i and their decay products, radiation and matter. Note that although ζ γ , ζ m and ζ i may meet singularities when the denominators become zero, that of ζ remains always finite and thus ζ is well defined throughout the evolution of the universe.
Evolution of the curvature perturbations
In this section, we use the equations we derived in the previous section and explicitly study a universe initially filled with a multiple number of the inflaton fields until pressureless matter, which is produced by the decay of the inflatons, becomes the most dominant component. For simplicity, we consider the case of multiple chaotic inflation with the potential
We first solve the equations given in the previous sections numerically in Section 3.1, then estimate the resulting curvature perturbation along with the isocurvature perturbation analytically in Section 3.2.
Numerical results
In this section, we will present the details of the numerical implementation we adopt in order to solve the equations we presented in the previous section. 
Parameters
We consider the case of N fields = 1000 inflaton fields whose masses are assigned by three different distributions:
The probability density function of the Marčenko-Pastur distribution [19, 20] is (
ii) Uniform distribution in linear scale
We distribute the mass uniformly in linear scale between m 1 and m N fields of case (i). That is, the probability density function is
when m N fields < m < m 1 , and otherwise zero.
(iii) Uniform distribution in log scale Finally, we distribute the mass uniformly in log scale between m 1 and m N fields of case (i). In this case, the probability density function is
We show the probability distribution function for each distribution in Figure 1 . Note that we do not randomly distribute the mass. Instead, we invert the cumulative probability distribution function
, and assign the mass of i-th field by
with i = 1, 2, 3, · · · N fields , so that φ 1 and φ N fields become the heaviest and the lightest fields, respectively. Since we do not know the exact decay rate, we use Γ (i) proportional to the cubic power of the mass of the corresponding inflaton field. In addition, in order for the matter component to remain sub-dominant since the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) until matter-radiation equality, the decay rate to radiation has to be at least 10 6 larger than that to matter [21] . Therefore, we choose
where we require C ≥ 10 6 : this condition comes from that the minimum decay rate we can think of is that of gravitational decay, where the decay rate is proportional to the cube of the mass, thus Γ
. Note that by this difference we are assuming that matter component is already non-relativistic when it is produced by the decay of the inflatons.
Therefore, we can choose the constant C arbitrarily while the highest decay rate, Γ (1) , remains much smaller than the lightest mass, m N fields , and we use C = 10 6 in this paper: in the current case, we require
which leads to
As long as the inflaton fields decay while they are all rapidly oscillating, the final curvature perturbation is almost the same irrespective of C, i.e. as long as C < C crit . Then, how small should C be compare to C crit ? We have tested that for N fields = 100 case with the Marčenko-Pastur mass distribution ofm = 10 −6 m Pl and β = 0.5. In this case,
. By comparing C = 10 7 , 10 8 , 10 9 and 10 10 , we confirm that the resulting curvature perturbation remains almost same in the sub-percent level while C < C crit . Especially, when C < 10 8 ∼ 10 −2 C crit , ζ is almost exactly the same. Therefore, for N fields = 1000,m = 10 −5 cases, our choice of C = 10 6 ∼ 10 −2 C crit is safe. The differences basically arises because the inflatons decay slowly for lower value of C. We show the results in Figure 2 .
Initial conditions
In this section, we denote the initial value of a quantity by a subscript '(ini)'. For simplicity, we assume that the initial field value is the same for every field, and is set to make the number of the e-folds at the end of inflation equal to about 60 with the estimation
We assume that the slow-roll condition is satisfied initially, and set initial field velocity as Here initial Hubble constant, H (ini) , is set to satisfy the Friedmann equation
As any pre-existing matter or radiation energy density will be exponentially diluted away, we set them initially zero, i.e.
The above equations completely specify the initial conditions for the background evolution. Now, we set the initial conditions for the perturbations.
To compare the numerical results with the analytic estimates, which are performed in the spatially flat gauge and in the longitudinal gauge (see Section 3.2) respectively, we match the field fluctuations in these two gauges by using a gauge invariant variable [22] 
so that
where the superscripts '(F )' and '(L)' denote the spatially flat and the longitudinal gauges, respectively. Note that the terms in the square brackets on the right hand side constitute the curvature perturbation ζ i , which makes sense since in the spatially flat gauge simply ψ (F ) = 0. The initial metric perturbation in the longitudinal gauge ψ 
We set the velocity of initial perturbation by imposing the slow-roll condition:under the slow-roll approximation, Eq. (33) and A = δρ/(2ρ) are approximated as
respectively. Therefore, we set
As we assume that there is no matter or radiation energy density to be perturbed, again simply
Evolution
We solve the system of the coupled ordinary equations by using the eighth order adaptive Runge-Kutta method [23] . For numerical efficiency, after the end of inflation, we drop a field from the dynamics if the energy density of that field becomes smaller than 10 −5 of radiation and matter energy densities. That is, φ i is dropped from the dynamical equations when both
are satisfied. We have also checked different criteria, but the results hardly change. This dropout is valid in our example since heavier fields have smaller energy densities during oscillation and decay earlier, so that they do not dominate the energy density later again. 
Results
becomes unity, is also shown as a thick vertical line around N = 60. In order to analyze better the evolution of the curvature perturbation after inflation, we magnify the curvature perturbation between 60 ≤ N ≤ 100 in the bottom panel.
After inflation ends, the decay products of the inflatons start dominating the universe. Since we set the decay rate to the radiation 10 6 larger than that to the pressureless matter, radiation dominate first and then matter domination comes next. We set the end of the reheating period and the beginning of the radiation dominated era when the radiation energy density occupies more than half of the total one, i.e. Ω γ ≥ 0.5. The temperature of the universe at this time, or the "reheating temperature" T RH , is calculated from [24] 
where g * represents the effective degrees of freedom of radiation, which is related to the total number of particle species. For definiteness, we set g * = 10 2 , and calculate the reheating temperature for each cases. The results are summarised in Table 1 .
In the bottom panels of the Figures 3-5 in this section, we find that the curvature perturbation of φ 1 (heaviest field) and φ 1000 (lightest field) show spikes near the end of inflation. These spikes are due to the oscillation of the fields, as φ ′ i becomes very small near the maximum amplitude of the oscillation. In addition to that, the matter and radiation curvature perturbations, denoted by ζ m and ζ γ respectively, change drastically during inflation. We can attribute these features to the fact that the curvature perturbation of each component is ill-defined when the Figure 3 : Evolution of the density parameter (top) and the super-horizon mode curvature perturbation (bottom) of the universe filled with radiation, matter and 1000 inflaton fields, whose mass distribution follows the Marčenko-Pastur distribution withm = 10 −5 m Pl and β = 0.5. We show the density parameters and the curvature perturbations associated with the heaviest and the lightest inflaton fields (green, dotted and red, dashed lines, respectively), radiation (dark blue, dot-dashed line) and matter (black, dots-dashed line) as well as the total ones (solid, orange line). We also denote the end of the inflation as a thick vertical line. In the bottom panel, we highlight the late time evolution of the total curvature perturbation along with matter and radiation ones. For multi-field inflation, the curvature perturbation changes on the super-horizon scales during and after inflation, and there exists a slight amount of the matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation. Table 1 : Number of e-folds at the end of inflation and at the end of the reheating period, and the reheating temperature.
denominator ρ ′ α occasionally becomes zero. However, total curvature perturbation ζ total is very well defined throughout the whole evolution.
We find that, for inflation driven by multiple scalar fields, the total curvature perturbation constantly changes on the super-horizon scale contrast to the single filed case, even after inflation. The total curvature perturbation increases during inflation, and even oscillates when the inflaton fields are in the oscillatory phase. In the radiation and matter dominated epochs, it remains constant following the curvature perturbation of the most dominant component, but it changes again during the transition phase around the moment of matter-radiation equality. We also find that while multiple inflaton fields can generate the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation, its amount is very tiny compared with the total curvature perturbation. For all of the three mass distributions, the isocurvature perturbation is only about 0.1% of the final total curvature perturbation. The results are summarized in Table 2 . We compare the final curvature perturbation of matter and radiation, along with the isocurvature perturbation between them. Analytic estimation provides reasonably good agreement: it predict the curvature perturbations about 2% accuracy, and the isocurvature perturbation within a factor of O(1).
Analytic estimates
As we have seen in the previous section the curvature perturbation ζ is not conserved even on the super-horizon scales during and after inflation in the presence of a multiple number of the inflaton fields. To the best of our knowledge, however, there is no way to describe the evolution of ζ throughout the entire regime of the slow-roll inflation, the phase of the inflaton oscillation and the subsequent radiation and matter dominated epochs. The difficulty arises because the inflaton fields are not simple barotropic system which satisfies p φ = p φ (ρ φ ), i.e. in general the equation of state of the inflaton field is a non-trivial function of φ and cannot be written as a simple function of ρ φ like radiation (p γ = ρ γ /3) or matter (p m = 0). Nevertheless, we do find the evolution of ζ during each phase in the literatures. In this section, by combining those results together we try to understand the behavior of ζ presented in the previous section.
During slow-roll inflation
Ref. [25] provides a set of general solutions on the super-horizon scales under the slow-roll approximation with a separable potential by sum such as Eq. (2). With this potential of the form V = i V i (φ i ), the general growing 8 solutions of the metric perturbation Φ and the field fluctuation δφ i in the longitudinal gauge and on the super-horizon scales are given by
where ǫ is given by Eq. (75). Here, C 1 and d i are constants determined at the moment of horizon crossing given by
with the subscript ⋆ denoting that both C 1 and d i are evaluated at the moment of horizon crossing of the mode with momentum k = |k| and C ij ≡ d i − d j . Note that while C 1 is dimensionless, d i and thus C ij have mass dimension −2. We will denote the parts depending on C 1 as the 'adiabatic' modes, while those on d i as the 'non-adiabatic' modes. Below, we will denote them by the superscripts '(ad)' and '(nad)', respectively. Accordingly, the energy density perturbation δρ i can be written separately as
where
we obtain the adiabatic part of the curvature perturbation as
which is indeed constant. From this we can recover the well known "adiabatic" result
with R c being the comoving curvature perturbation. The non-adiabatic part, the source of the time dependence, is from Eqs. (77) and (78),
With these adiabatic and non-adiabatic parts, the gauge invariant curvature perturbations can be written as
It is very important to notice that both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic solutions of Φ and δφ i are contributing to the curvature perturbation ζ. More importantly, the evolution of ζ i is purely due to the non-adiabatic contribution. At this point, it would be instructive to illustrate the origin of the name 'adiabatic' and 'non-adiabatic' modes: indeed, defining the intrinsic isocurvature perturbation as
we find that the adiabatic modes of Φ and δφ i do not contribute to S i . Also, the isocurvature perturbation between two fields is given by, using Eq. (52),
where the adiabatic modes are, again, canceled each other.
During oscillation and afterward
After inflation ends, the inflaton fields, in fact some of them already, enter the oscillatory phase near the minimum of the effective potential. Ignoring the pre-existing matter and radiation, the final curvature perturbations of matter and radiation after all the inflatons decay can be written in terms of the curvature perturbations of the scalar fields during the oscillatory period as [26] 
respectively. The coefficients s i and r i are given by [26] 
We note that i r i = i s i = 1 by definition. Here, Ω
(osc) i is the density parameter of the field φ i at the beginning of the oscillatory phase, and ρ γi is the radiation energy density generated from the decay of each φ i . Then the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation after inflation is, from Eqs. (52), (90) and (91),
We can further simplify the above expressions in the presence of a large number of inflaton fields, N fields ≫ 1, with not too different masses. In this case, at the beginning of the oscillation phase (or equivalently the end of inflation) each inflaton field contributes to the energy density with a similar order of magnitude, so we can approximate
Using the fact that during the oscillatory phase the universe is practically matter dominated, i.e. a ∝ t 2/3 so that we can set the initial time as t (osc) = 2/(3H (osc) ), then we find [26] 
where we have used Eq. (95). Thus, coefficients s i and r i are simplified to
In Figure 6 , we present the coefficients s i and r i used in the numerical calculations of the previous section.
Finally we make an estimation on ζ where the subscript '(end)' denotes the end of inflation. Also we have made a wild guess V i ∼ V /N fields , i.e. each potential energy of the field φ i at the end of the inflation contributes equally to the total potential energy. In the above we have defined β ij as the coefficients of the stochastic variable d j and it is given by
Note that for the specific case of the potential given by Eq. (53), it is known [27] that H (end) ≈ √ 2m N fields /3 with m N fields corresponding to the lightest inflaton mass. Thus, we can write Eqs. (90) and (91) simply as
respectively. Note that all the coefficients C 1 , d i and β ij are directly related to the character of the inflaton fluctuations at the moment of horizon crossing, and s i and r i to that of the decay of the inflaton fields. This allows us to connect the initial conditions and/or parameters of the model with the observable cosmological predictions with a reasonable accuracy (see Table 2 ). Now we can write the 'final' curvature perturbation as well as the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation. After all of the inflaton fields decay out, there remain only radiation and matter components in the universe. Radiation and pressureless matter are perfect fluids with the equations of state of the form p = p(ρ), and the curvature perturbation of each species does not change. However the total curvature perturbation does change depending on the energy density ratio. They are expressed as
We have tested the analytic estimations on ζ
mγ , given by Eqs. (101), (102) and (94) respectively, against the full numerical results done in Section 3.1. We show the results in Table 2 . We find that the analytic estimations we have derived in this section predict the final curvature perturbations of both matter and radiation within about 2% accuracy. Note that the accuracy of the analytic estimations changes with the number of the inflaton fields: it is improved as the number of the inflaton fields increases. While the analytic estimation captures the smallness of the isocurvature perturbation, it works within a factor of O(1).
Power spectra and spectral indices
Now we can explicitly calculate the power spectra. The Fourier component of the field fluctuation is obtained by using
where e i (k) is a Gaussian random variable which satisfies
Then, substituting Eq. (105) into Eqs. (79) and (80), we can write the final curvature and isocurvature perturbations in momentum space as
Note that p i , which encodes the post-inflationary evolution, has mass dimension −1. Then, we define the power spectrum of a quantity A k as P A ≡ k from which it is clear that the power spectrum of the correlation between A k and B k should be given by A k B k . Then, we can simply write the power spectra of the final curvature perturbation, the matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation and the correlation between them as
respectively. Note that it is clear for the single field case that we have s 1 = r 1 = 1 and p 1 = 0, thus from Eq. (109) S mγ = 0, i.e. there exists no matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation. This is physically reasonable: as the origin of both matter and radiation is the same, the curvature perturbation of the inflaton component ζ φ is transferred to both ζ m and ζ γ . Also note that P corr can have any sign, depending on whether ζ (fin) and S
(fin)
mγ are correlated or anti-correlated.
With the power spectra given by Eqs. (111) and (112), we can easily find the corresponding spectral indices. As everything is evaluated at the moment of horizon crossing where k = aH, we have
Thus, by defining
we can write the index of the curvature power spectrum as
It is worthwhile to note that when the universe is completely dominated by pressureless matter, the coefficient p i becomes very simple and so do the spectral indices. In this case, from Eq. (108) we can easily find
9 Below, we omit the subscript ⋆ to avoid too messy notations. Table 3 : The values of the spectra and the corresponding indices of the numerical calculations using the approximation of β ij in Eq. (100).
where we have assumed that both s i and β ij are independent on the moment of horizon exit. Thus, the spectral index of the curvature power spectrum is approximated as
Note that if we neglect p i and substitute Eq. (117) explicitly with Eq. (53), we find after some calculations
which is consistent with the known results [20, 27] where the post-inflationary evolution is neglected. In the same way the spectral index of the isocurvature power spectral is written as, once after inflation,
We can see that for small non-adiabatic contributions compared to the adiabatic one, the curvature parts are mainly determined irrespective of the decay properties of the inflatons. However the isocurvature perturbation is sensitive to them through the coefficients s i and r i . In Table 3 , we explicitly show the values of the power spectra and the corresponding indices of the numerical calculations we presented in the previous section. As can be read from the table, P iso contributes about 0.1% of P curv . Thus the normalization is mostly determined by the adiabatic contribution (see the next section), and we have chosen the parameters to satisfy the current observations on the order of magnitude basis. Also note that the indices n curv and n iso are different.
Discussions

δN formalism
How is our result of the curvature perturbation presented in the previous section, Eq. (103), or equivalently Eq. (108), related to the one from the δN formalism, for example presented in Refs. [20, 27] ? With the potential V = i V i (φ i ), in the slow-roll approximation we can calculate the infinitesimal e-folding as
so that the number of e-folds obtained during inflation is
If we specify the case
where for a large enough number of φ i it is usually assumed that the slow-roll phase is a good enough approximation until the end of inflation and that the inflationary phase persists until very small value of φ i , so φ i(end) ≈ 0. Thus the integration constant F is usually taken to be at most of O (1) and can be neglected when we estimate N. However, F does have an important implication: by specifying F , we can identify the point where inflation ends, as can be read from Eq. (124). Otherwise, we lose the information on which trajectory the field has been evolving along. The reason is that the end point completely specifies the whole evolution and tell us which trajectory we choose, i.e. which universe we live in. That is, omitting F is equivalent to start from a minimum around which every direction is the same. This can completely jeopardies the evaluation of the curvature perturbation which, as can be read from Eq. (124)
depends on the end point, or equivalently, on the trajectory: we may obtain an abruptly large or small ζ and hence P ζ by choosing different end points. Now we return to the two-field case, and estimate the power spectrum taking into account only the adiabatic component, i.e.
or in the momentum space
The power spectrum is then
Meanwhile, taking only N 0 from Eq. (124), N 0 = (φ
Pl , thus Table 4 : The values of the curvature power spectra and the corresponding spectral indices with and without the post-inflationary β ij terms. We have chosen the mass distribution the uniform log one. The fractional changes are very small, and the reason is discussed in Section 4.2.
which coincides with the result above. Thus, the adiabatic contribution is associated with the leading contribution N 0 which does not take a specific trajectory we follow into account. This is contained in F , associated with the non-adiabatic contribution. That is, by taking only the 'adiabatic' component of ζ, viz. −C 1 , it reproduces the power spectrum which results from δN 0 . Omitting the information on the end point encoded in the other piece which completely specifies the whole past evolution may completely spoil the result. Fortunately, in this case the results with the integration coefficient F is not too different from the one without F , as there is only a single global minimum. However if there are more than two equivalent vacua, omitting F leads to vastly different consequence. Further, in principle the total number of e-folds up to the moment when there remains practically pressureless matter in the universe should be written as
To correctly predict the resulting curvature perturbation ζ, we must take all these pieces into account and perturb them. However, Eq. (123) only corresponds to the first term and does not care about the remaining two, which describe the post-inflationary evolution. Thus it is clear by comparing Eqs. (111) and (129) that, we need to include the post-inflationary evolution as well as the integration constant F for proper description of the curvature perturbation. In Table 4 , we show the differences between the "pure" inflationary predictions on P curv and n curv and those including the contributions of the post-inflationary evolution. Since it is obvious from Eqs. (100) and (108) that during matter domination there would be no difference with s i being the same for all i, we boosted the difference by a factor F i = F 1 exp [−(i − 1)/s] with s = −999/ log 10 5 , which makes an exponential distribution of F i such that F 1000 = 10 5 F 1 . We set F 1 = 0.001.
Large isocurvature perturbation
Now we turn to the possibility of large isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation S mγ . It is well known that in the single field inflationary model, it is impossible to generate S mγ unless we invoke additional mechanism after inflation such as the curvaton scenario [14, 18, 26] . In the present context, S mγ arises because of the existence of a multiple number of the inflaton fields. Thus observing S mγ itself or any of its possible consequences amounts to seeing the effects of the multi-field inflation. From Eqs. (90) and (91), while the adiabatic part of the solution is the same, only non-adiabatic contribution can lead to different curvature perturbations associated with matter and radiation. Thus, we can make the coefficients s i and r i very different, and/or make ζ . From Eq. (80), we can see
so that Eq. (99) is written as
We can immediately read two consequences. First, the contribution of ζ (nad)(osc) i can be either positive or negative depending on the mass: for the most (least) massive field, ζ (nad)(osc) i is maximally negative (positive). This can be easily read from the numerical results of the previous section, where the curvature perturbation associated with the lightest (heaviest) field is larger (smaller) than the total one. Second, as inflation lasts longer and longer, ζ (nad)(osc) i is driven towards zero as H is, obvious from Eq. (25), monotonically decreasing. This leads us to conclude that it would not be easy to make ζ (nad)(osc) i very different from each other within a separable potential with similar order of masses.
We can also try to make the coefficients s i and r i different for each field. As noted in Ref. [26] , there is hardly any model independent prediction on the matter-isocurvature perturbation and the detail depends on the specific decay rates. The decay rate we have used for the numerical computations is essentially
which is directly related to the mass of the field. While it would not be completely impossible to contrive a non-trivial decay rate which can lead to large matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation, it is not very likely that the fields whose masses are spread over less than a decade (see Eq. (54) for example) have completely different decay rates to generate abruptly large matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation. Especially, in our numerical computations in the previous section we set all s i the same, and this leads to indeed negligible effects of S mγ during matter dominated era. Therefore, most probably it would be very hard to have large enough matter-radiation isocurvature perturbation in the context of the current model. Thus, we need to break the assumptions of the model we have explicitly investigated, i.e. the potential includes interaction terms and is no more separable and/or the decay rate is not constant so that s i spans a wide range of numbers as r i (see Figure 6 ). Further, it should be noticed that even if P iso is negligible, the effects of the post-inflationary evolution can still affect n curv we can observe today: as can be read from Eq. (119), a non-trivial set of s i can make the difference of n curv an observationally detectable one from the estimate based on naive inflationary predictions.
It is worthwhile to note again that while the formulae derived in this paper are general and can be applied to any separable potential, the resulting small isocurvature perturbation in our specific example is a peculiar property of the investigated model, where the masses are distributed in the similar order of magnitudes. If the difference of masses is large enough, such as double inflation [28] , then it is possible to obtain large isocurvature perturbation.
We have also specifically assumed that the matter component is decoupled from radiation already at the stage of generation. This can be possible only for the extremely weakly interacting particles, such as gravitino or axino if they are produced dominantly from the decay [29] . For the thermally produced dark matter, which is currently the popular candidate, the curvature perturbation of matter is the same as that of radiation since they had common values during thermal equilibrium. In this case there will be no or negligible isocurvature perturbation.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the evolution of the curvature perturbation during and after multi-field inflation. The inflaton fields φ i decay into radiation γ and matter m with the decay rates Γ (i) γ and Γ (i) m respectively, which are assumed to be fixed by underlying physics. We have presented the exact set of equations which describe the evolution of the background quantities φ i , ρ γ , ρ m , ρ and H, Eqs. (15), (21), (22), (24) and (25), respectively, as well as those for the perturbed quantities δφ i , δρ γ , δρ m and δρ, Eqs. (34), (36), (37) and (41). Using them, we have presented the curvature perturbations associated with each component, ζ γ , ζ m and ζ i which correspond to radiation, matter and φ i respectively, Eqs. (46), (47) and (48), as well as the total curvature perturbation ζ and the isocurvature perturbation between two components S αβ , Eqs. (51) and (52).
We have applied these set of equations to a particular simple model of multiple chaotic inflation, with the potential given by Eq. (53). In Figures 3, 4 and 5 we have present the numerical results, and have found that ζ is continuously varying not only during inflation but also afterward. We have presented an analytic argument to account for the evolution of ζ, which is solely due to the existence of the non-adiabatic contributions of the curvature perturbation ζ is responsible for the evolution of ζ as well as the non-zero matterisocurvature perturbation S (fin) mγ , Eq. (94). We have estimated ζ m , ζ γ and S mγ analytically, and they are in reasonable agreement with the full numerical results with O(1) factor, as shown in Table 2 .
Throughout this study, we find several important points. It is clearly and explicitly shown that the total curvature perturbation ζ is not fixed but is constantly varying on the superhorizon scale, even after the end of inflation. This indicates that any predictions of multi-field inflation based only on the inflationary epoch may not capture important information about the evolution of the universe: e.g. Eqs. (111) and (129). This also implies that until full radiation domination by the decay of the inflaton fields, the inflatons themselves can modify ζà la the curvaton mechanism. Finally, the isocurvature perturbation between matter and radiation, which may be detected by near future cosmological observations, becomes large enough only when the decay rates are highly non-trivial. This suggests that large matterradiation isocurvature perturbation, if ever detected at all, will be a challenge to our current understanding on the decay process of the inflaton fields. 
